THE TECH Smoker Extends Welcome To A Freshman

W. Walker, A. D. Little, I. W. Litchfield Are Main Speakers

FASSETT ALSO SPEAKER

Offers New Men Opportunity for Business Experience and Literary Training

Freshmen interested in becoming familiar with the point of view of number of issues and circulation, the most active of the Freshman Men of THE TECH Smoker extend a warm welcome at THE TECH Smoker Freshman dinner in the Hall of Memorial at five o'clock tonight. They have not definitely decided which activity is best suited to their particular interest but fervently urge to take this opportunity of discovering if publication work interests them.

Speakers for the occasion will be Mr. Arthur D. Little, '85, head of the chemical firm bearing his name; Isaac W. Litchfield, '85, composer of "Take Me Back to the Old Familiar Scene," and rendered aid.

By five o'clock those freshmen who have not definitely decided which activity is best suited to their interests but fervently urge to take this opportunity of discovering if publication work interests them.

(Continued on Page 4)

FRESHMAN DUMPED IN FRONT OF "MET" IN SCANTY ATTIRE

After Three Attempts to Get Taxi, Unfortunate Seences Ridge Home

Several sophomore, Wednesday night, kidnapped a freshman from the unattended window of his dormitory and dressed him in a laundry bag, transported him to the dormitory parking place, met at the freshman's room, and proceeded to give a fifteen minute lecture, fifteen minutes subject of the talk being the advisability of having a laundry bag around in dormitory attires.

The talk was carried on with great precision and fervor, and theベラバコ lordly received.

The raid was carried out with great skill and precision, and theベラバコ lordly received.
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